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alan kane
'disarrays'

preview wednesday 24 june, 6 ‒ 8pm
25 june ‒ 1 august 2009

Ancient & Modern presents ‘Disarrays’, a new installation by Alan Kane.

Kane photographs are shown to sift through, unearthed from his personal 

collection assembled over the last twenty years. Comprising images from life 

and the internet, featuring family incidents to artworks and proposals, Kane 

presents his photography through generic forms of presentation, taking his cue 

from forms of display familiar to us from car boot sales and village halls. 

Drawing equivalence between different reasons for taking pictures - from the 

spontaneous to the poised, candid keepsakes to those with the notion of an 

artwork being made in mind, for Kane the motivation behind such image making is 

what is interesting, the result less so. 

‘Disarrays’ is one of several projects to take place in London by Alan Kane. 

‘TV Life Drawing’ is broadcast over five lunchtimes from 6 July, the television 

audience guided by John Berger, Maggi Hambling, Gary Hume, Humphrey Ocean and 

Judy Purbeck. Showing a series of eclectic museological displays of private 

collections at Stratford station. ‘The Stratford Hoard’, 2008/9 was realised 

with Transport for London in 2008. Working collaboratively with Jeremy Deller, 

Kane curated ‘Folk Archive; Contemporary Popular Art from the UK’, touring 

internationally since 2005 and most recently shown at Palais de Tokyo, Paris. 

Kane is also currently artist in residence at the London College of Fashion 

until February 2010.

Exhibition open Thursdays - Saturdays, 12 - 6pm and by appointment

Channel 4 Broadcasts Monday 6 July – Friday 10 July 2009

For more information please contact mail@ancientandmodern.org

Upcoming Programme at Ancient & Modern: 

Melissa Gordon, 3 September-3 October 2009

Paul Johnson, 8 October-7 November 2009

Hans-Peter Feldmann, 19 November-16 January 201


